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ABSTRACT 

 

Heart attacks diseases are considered as the most Prevalent.Stroke  Prediction using patient treatment history and 

health data by applying data mining and machine learning techniques is ongoing struggle for the past decades.  

The traditional prescient models or methods are as yet not powerful enough in catching the hidden information 

since it is unequipped for reproducing the multifaceted nature on include portrayal of the therapeutic issue space. 

In existing  system, Vascular state is determined by measuring changes in the pressure waveforms induced 

through intentional variation in the device generated blood flow.To overcome this problem, predictive analytical 

techniques for heart stroke using machine learning model applied on given hospital dataset. The performance 

from the given hospital dataset with evaluation of classification report and identify the confusion matrix. Focuses 

on the design of a graphical user interface (GUI) for the prediction of stroke using risk parameters. Data  

collected  from Kaggle  was successfully trained and tested using Supervised machine learning algorithm.To 

propose a machine learning-based method to accurately predict the heart stroke by given attributes in the form of 

best accuracy from comparing supervise classification machine learning algorithms. Additionally, to compare and 

discuss the performance of various machine learning algorithms from the given healthcare department dataset 

with evaluation classification report, identify the confusion matrix . Result shows that the effectiveness of GUI 

based the proposed machine learning algorithm technique can be compared with best accuracy with precision, 

Recall and F1 Score. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Heart attacks diseases are considered as the most prevalent. Medical practitioners conduct different surveys on 

heart diseases and gather information of heart patients . Stroke prediction using patient treatment history and 

health data by applying  data mining and machine learning techniques is ongoing struggle for the past decades. 

Many works have been applied data mining techniques to pathological data or medical     profiles for prediction of 

stroke. Some approaches try to do prediction on control and progression of     disease. Machine learning is to 

predict the future from past data. Machine learning (ML) is a type of artificial intelligence (AI) that provides 

computers with the ability to learn without  being explicitly programmed. Machine learning focuses on the 

development of Computer Programs  that  can change when exposed to new data and the basics of Machine 

Learning, implementation of a simple machine learning algorithm using python. 

 Machine learning can be roughly separated in to three categories. There are supervised                                                               

learning, unsupervised learning and reinforcement learning. Supervised learning program is both given the input 

data and orresponding labeling to learn data has to be labeled by a human being beforehand. Unsupervised 

learning is no labels. It provided to the learning algorithm. Finally, Reinforcement learning dynamically interacts 

with its environment and it receives positive or negative feedback to improve its performance. At a high level, 

these different algorithms can be classified into two groups based on the way they “learn” about data to  make 

predictions. 
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2. ARCHITECTURE DIAGRAM: 

 

3. MODULES: 

3.1 . DATA VALIDATION PROCESS: 

   Validation techniques in machine learning are used to get the error rate of the Machine Learning (ML) 

model, which can be considered as close to the true error rate of the dataset . To finding the missing value, 

duplicate value and description of data type whether it is float variable or integer. Data collection, data analysis, 

and the process of addressing data content, quality, and structure can add up to a time- consuming to-do list. 

A validation dataset is a sample of data held back from training your model that is used to give an estimate of 

model skill while tuning model and procedures .Best use of validation and test datasets when evaluating your 

models. 

3.1.1 DATA CLEANING: 

       Data cleaning  by rename the given dataset and  drop the column etc. To analyze the uni-variate, bi-

variate and multi-variate process. The steps and techniques for data cleaning will vary from dataset to dataset. The 

primary goal of data cleaning is to detect and remove errors and anomalies to increase the value of data in 

analytics and decision making. 

3.1.2 DATA PREPROCESSING: 

         Data Preprocessing is a technique that is used to convert the raw data into a clean data set. Pre-

processing refers to the transformations applied to our data before feeding  it to the algorithm.  To achieving better 

results from the applied model in Machine Learning method of  the data has to be in a proper manner. To execute 

random forest algorithm null values have to be managed from the original raw data.        
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FIG  3.1.2   Before drop the given dataset 

 

FIG  3.1.3   Data preprocessing 

3.2 DATA VISUALISATION PROCESS USING SKLEARN PACKAGE: 

Data visualization is an important skill in applied statistics and machine learning. Data visualization is an 

important skill in applied statistics and machine learning. This can be helpful when exploring and getting to know 

a dataset and  can help with identifying patterns, corrupt data, outliers, and much more. With a little domain 

knowledge, data visualizations can be used to express and demonstrate key   relationships in plots and charts . 

Outliers in input data can skew and mislead the training process of machine learning algorithms . 

         Outliers can skew the summary distribution of attribute values in descriptive statistics   like mean and 

standard deviation and in plots such as histograms and scatterplots, compressing the body of the data. Cross- 

validation is a technique in which we train our model using the subset of the data-set.  

 

FIG 3.2.  Patient Age details 
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FIG  

3.2  Stroke having  or not by given attribute 

3.3 LOGISTIC REGRESSION: 

           Logistic regression is a statistical method for analysing a data set in which there are one or more 

independent variables that determine an outcome. The outcome is measured with a dichotomous variable . 
Logistic regression is a Machine Learning classification algorithm that is used to predict the probability of a 

categorical dependent variable. In logistic regression, the dependent variable is a binary variable that contains data 

coded as 1 (yes, success, etc.) or 0 (no, failure, etc.). The goal of logistic regression is to find the best fitting model 

to describe the relationship between the dichotomous characteristic of interest (dependent variable = response or 

outcome variable). The independent variables should be independent of each other. Logistic regression requires 

quite large sample sizes.  

 

FIG 3.3.1 Classification report of logistic regression  
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3.4. RANDOM FOREST: 

             Random forests or random decision forests are an ensemble learning method for classification, 

regression and other tasks. Operate by constructing a multitude of decision trees at training time and outputting the 

class that is the mode of the classes (classification) or mean prediction (regression) of the individual 

trees. Random decision forests correct for decision trees habit of over fitting to their training set. Random forest is 

a type of supervised machine learning algorithm based on ensemble learning. Ensemble learning is a type of 

learning where you join different types of algorithms or same algorithm multiple times to form a more powerful 

prediction model. The random forest algorithm can be used for both regression and classification tasks. 

 

FIG 3.4.1 Classification report  of  random forest 

3.5.  SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINE: 

            A support vector machine (SVM) is a supervised machine learning model that uses classification 

algorithms.A classifier that categorizes the data set by setting an optimal hyper plane between data. I chose this 

classifier as it is incredibly versatile in the number of different kernelling functions that can be applied and this 

model can yield a high predictability rate. Support Vector Machines are perhaps one of the most popular and 

talked about machine learning algorithms.Learned SVM model representation can be used to make predictions for 

new data. The representation used by SVM when the model is actually stored on disk. 
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FIG  3.5.1 Classfication report of  support vector machine 

3.6. GUI BASED PREDICTON OF HEART STROKE: 

         Tkinter is a python library for developing GUI (Graphical User Interfaces). We use the tkinter library 

for creating an application of UI (User Interface), to create windows and all other graphical user interface.  

ACCURACY CALCULATION: 

FALSE POSITIVES  (FP): 

A person who will pay predicted as defaulter. When actual class is no and predicted class is yes. 

FALSE NEGATIVES  (FN): 

                  A person who default predicted as payer. When actual class is yes but predicted class in no.   

TRUE POSITIVES (TP): 

  A person who will not pay predicted as defaulter. These are the correctly predicted positive values which 

means that the value of actual class is yes and the value of predicted class is also yes. 

TRUE NEGATIVES (TN): 

  A person who default predicted as payer. These are the correctly predicted negative values which means 

that the value of actual class is no and value of predicted class is also no. 

COMPARING ALGORITHM WITH PREDICTION IN THE FORM OF BEST ACCURACY RESULT: 

          It is important to compare the performance of multiple different machine learning algorithms 

consistently and it will discover to create a test harness to compare multiple different machine learning algorithms 

in Python with scikit-learn. Using resampling methods like cross validation, you can get an estimate for how 

accurate each model may be on unseen data .A way to do this is to use different visualization methods to show the 

average accuracy, variance and other properties of the distribution of model accuracy. 

The predicted value can be anywhere between negative infinity to positive infinity. We need 

the output of the algorithm to be classified variable data. This process is iterated throughout the 

whole k folds. 

True Positive Rate(TPR) =TP/(TP+FN)  
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False Positive rate(FPR) = FP /(FP+TN) 

 

 
 

 

ADVANTAGES: 

     The goal of this problem is to predict the status of detecting the patient having heart stroke or not by 

prediction accuracy results of test dataset. To reduce doctor risk in healthcare. 

 

4. SOFTWARE DESCRIPTION: 

ANACONDA NAVIGATOR: 

           Anaconda Navigator is a desktop graphical user interface (GUI) included in Anaconda distribution 

that allows users to launch applications and manage conda packages, environments and channels without using 

command-line commands. 

THE JUPYTER NOTEBOOK: 

           The Jupyter Notebook is an open-source web application that allows to create and share documents 

that contain live code, equations, visualizations  and narrative text. Uses include: data cleaning and transformation, 

numerical simulation, statistical modeling, data visualization, machine learning, and much more. 

CONDA: 

          Conda is an open source, cross-platform, language-agnostic package manager and environment 

management system that installs, runs and updatespackages and their dependencies.  The Conda package and 

environment manager is included in all versions of  Anaconda, Miniconda, and Anaconda Repository. 

NOTEBOOK DOCUMENT : 

         Notebook documents (or “notebooks”, all lower case) are documents produced by the  Jupyter 

Notebook App  which contain both computer code (e.g. python) and rich text elements. Notebook documents are 

both human-readable documents containing the analysis description and the results (figures, tables, etc.) as well as 

executable documents which can be run to perform data analysis. 
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5.PACKAGES: 

SKLEARN: 

 In python, sklearn is a machine learning package which include a lot of ML algorithms. 

 Here, we are using some of its modules like train_test_split, DecisionTreeClassifier or Logistic Regression and 

accuracy_score. 

 

NUMPY: 

 It is a numeric python module which provides fast math functions for calculations. 

 It is used to read data in numpy arrays and for manipulation purpose. 

 

PANDAS: 

 Used to read and write different files. 

 Data manipulation can be done easily with data frames. 

 

MATPLOTLIB: 

 Data visualization is a useful way to help with identify the patterns from given dataset. 

 

TKINDER: 

 Tkinter is the standard GUI library for Python. 

 Python when combined with Tkinter provides a fast and easy way to create GUI applications. 

 

 
6.   RESULT: 

We  are  using  preprocessing technique to convert raw data set in to clean data set. It can be inferred from 

this  model ,use of machine learning technique is useful in developing prediction models that can help to find the 

heart stroke stages and  reduce the doctor’s risk . 

TEST DATA SET 
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 TRAIN  DATA SET 

 

OUTPUT: 

      Early diagnosis of stroke is most important for the  patient to reduce its impact. Aprediction model with 

the aid of artificial intelligence to improve over human accuracy and provide with the scope of early detection. 
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7. CONCLUSION: 

            The analytical process started from data cleaning and processing, missing value,exploratory 

analysis and finally model building and evaluation. Early diagnosis of stroke is most important for the patient to 

reduce its impact. We presented a prediction model with the aid of artificial intelligence to improve over human 

accuracy and provide with the scope of early detection. To compare and discuss the  performance of comparative 

study with finding the best accuracy apply in various supervised machine learning technique from the given 

dataset with GUI based application by given dataset attributes. 

 

8. FUTURE WORK: 

               Hospital wants to automate the detecting of the heart stroke from eligibility process (real time) 

based on the account detail. To automate this process by show the prediction result in web application or desktop 

application. To optimize the work to implement in Artificial Intelligence environment.                                        

. 
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